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European Smaller
Companies: An Evergreen
Growth Opportunity
BA RIN G S CO N V E RS AT I O N S

Investing in European smaller companies can offer investors exposure to a
large and diverse universe of highly differentiated companies operating in
niche market segments. In this Q&A, Nick Williams, Barings’ Head of Small
Cap Equities, discusses the opportunities his team is seeing in the current
environment, and explains why an active approach, combined with rigorous,
bottom-up stock selection, is key to identifying high-quality companies.
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How we define the European
small-cap universe:

Economic growth in Europe is top-of-mind for many investors. How do you
expect the current growth picture to impact the small-cap universe?
One of the most attractive characteristics of European smaller companies, in our view, is that
their growth is not necessarily reflective of (or impacted by) economic growth. Many of these
companies have very strong global market shares, so their growth is more reflective of stock-

The definition of small-cap or smaller

specific characteristics and qualities. Take Barco, for example. This Belgian technology company

companies can vary from manager

is a world leader in digital cinema projectors, specializing in next generation laser projectors

to manager. At Barings, we typically

amid an ever-increasing drive for improved cinema experience. The company has a 65% market

define smaller companies as those

share globally in cinema laser technology, with an opportunity to expand in the largest cinema

with market capitalizations of

market globally: the U.S. These exciting niches are precisely what makes the small-cap asset

between $250 million and $6 billion.

class so compelling, in our view. Small businesses, by nature, tend to be more nimble than

For us, this results in an investible

their larger counterparts, which can also give them the flexibility to more quickly respond to

universe of roughly 2,500 companies.

changing market conditions.

As a point of reference, the
733-member MSCI European small-

Even in sectors that have historically been more exposed to global economic trends, the breadth

cap index currently has constituents

of the smaller companies universe provides for a wide range of stock selection and potential

that range in market capitalization

growth opportunities. For example, the European small-cap index includes significant weightings

from about $80 million to $7.5 billion.

in the financials sector, which can be highly cyclical—but within that are companies in certain
niche sectors—like payment services—that tend to be less affected, relative to the broader sector,
by macro trends.
This lack of correlation to broader economic growth is one of the contributors to smaller

Many of the companies that

companies’ strong performance over time. Since 2000, European smaller companies have

comprise the European small-cap

outperformed their larger-cap counterparts, registering higher returns at the index level in 15 out

universe are leaders within their

of 19 calendar years (FIGURE 1). Even in years when economic growth in Europe was slowing,

industries, and in some cases are

or contracting—notably 2005, 2009 and 2012—smaller companies outperformed.1

fairly high profile—fashion leader
Moncler is one example. Of the
lesser-known companies, many are

FIGURE 1:

European Smaller Companies Have Outperformed Larger Peers
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SOURCE: Barings, Bloomberg, MSCI Europe ex-U.K. versus MSCI Europe ex-U.K. Small Cap in
U.S. dollars. From January 1, 2000 through May 31, 2019. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

1.

In the 11 years that European Union economic growth has either slowed or contracted since
2000, the MSCI Europe ex-U.K. Small Cap Index has outperformed the MSCI Europe ex-U.K.
Index on seven occasions. Source: European Commission, MSCI, Bloomberg.
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In terms of the opportunity set, what benefits can small-cap companies
offer versus their larger counterparts?
Like the large-cap universe, the companies in the small-cap space span a wide range of industries
and sectors. But whereas large-cap companies often take the form of conglomerates—or consist
of several businesses spanning multiple sub-sectors within an industry—smaller companies tend
to be focused in specific, niche areas. Smaller companies can, therefore, present idiosyncratic
opportunities that are less directly accessible through investments in larger firms, whose breadth
of operations can overwhelm the impact of their fastest-growing segments.
A close look at the weightings in the industrials sector demonstrates this point. FIGURE 2 shows
a sampling of sub-sectors within the larger industrials sector, and compares the weightings of
the large-cap versus small-cap indexes. As seen across several sub-sectors, these weightings can
mask the number and range of investment opportunities available in the smaller companies index.
In aerospace and defense, for example, the large-cap index has about four times the weighting as
the small-cap index, yet there are fewer companies to invest in. In the industrial conglomerates
sub-sector, one company accounts for the entire large-cap weighting, whereas there are six smallcap companies. The construction and engineering sub-sector is another compelling example,
where there are 23 small cap-constituents versus seven large cap businesses.
Also noteworthy, the large-cap companies within these sub-sectors are often broadly similar—
in the case of the construction and engineering sub-sector, for instance, each of the seven
companies is an international construction-concession conglomerate. The small-cap weighting,
on the other hand, includes a very diverse selection of industry leaders across multiple niches—
mining equipment, environmental consulting and dredging firms, to name a few.

FIGURE 2:

Sector Weightings Can Mask the Number of Potential Investment Opportunities
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SOURCE: Barings, MSCI. Chart shows the respective weightings and number of stocks in crosssection of sub-sectors in the industrials sector within the MSCI Europe ex-U.K. Small Cap versus
MSCI Europe ex-U.K. As of May 31, 2019.
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There is much debate surrounding active versus
passive investing. When it comes to European smallcaps, which approach do you believe is most effective?

index-level returns from smaller company investments over the last 10
years have been more extreme, both to the upside and the downside.
For this reason, bottom-up stock selection and active management are
paramount, not only to selecting the most attractive opportunities, but

Given the size and diversity of this asset class, we believe it is

also to avoiding the weaker or higher-risk companies that drive some of

particularly well suited to active management. As mentioned earlier,

this added volatility.

there is a very large set of potential opportunities in the small-cap space.
Given the number of companies alone, the published research available

It is also important to note that while the small-cap index has

to investors is rarely exhaustive. This dearth presents a chance for active

demonstrated more extreme returns over time, given the broad

managers, with strong capabilities in bottom-up stock selection, to dig

opportunity set of small-cap companies, it is possible—and perhaps

deep and uncover solid companies with strong growth potential that

likely—that a targeted, actively managed portfolio of high conviction

are overlooked or undervalued—ultimately adding value in a way that

small-cap equities may have a notably different volatility profile than the

passive strategies cannot.

broad market index. At Barings, we recognize this, which is why we take
an approach that focuses more on the selection of higher-quality stocks in

An active strategy can also help limit some of the risks characteristic of

order to control, as far as possible, the volatility. Hand-picking companies

investments in this space. While smaller companies have demonstrated

following thorough research means we are more able to exclude

strong performance over time, as noted earlier, they tend to be both less

excessively risky companies, aiming to reduce the risk level associated with

liquid and more volatile than large, global stocks. Smaller companies

small-caps to the level one would associate more with a portfolio of larger

have also shown greater dispersion of returns—as FIGURE 3 suggests,

companies, while still capturing the attractive upside to the asset class.
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FIGURE 3:

European Smaller Companies Tend to Have More Extreme Returns Than Larger Counterparts
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SOURCE: Barings, MSCI. Chart shows return distributions for MSCI Europe ex-U.K. Small Cap and MSCI Europe ex-U.K. indexes over the 10 years
through 2018. The X-axis shows the returns and and the Y-axis is the percentage of observations lying in each respective bracket. The returns are
annualized and in U.S. dollars. As of May 31, 2019.
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MSCI Europe ex U.K. Index five-year standard deviation: 12.91%. MSCI Europe ex U.K. Small Cap Index: 14.91%. Source: MSCI.
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The Barings Approach
The Barings approach to equity investing is designed to achieve a strong risk-adjusted return through bottom-up stock
selection based on our Growth at a Reasonable Price (GARP) investment process. We take a long-term view of the companies
we research, and aim to identify companies where returns, value creation and ESG characteristics are strengthening but not
necessarily reflected in their valuations.

Bottom-Up Analysis: We conduct a thorough GARP analysis of each company we consider, in addition
to assessing management and transparency factors. Consistent application of our proprietary and
differentiated research process narrows our investible universe, helping us to focus on the companies with
the highest growth potential while avoiding those we deem as greater-risk.
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG): ESG has played an integral role in our process for more
than three years, impacting both the overall score and price target of the companies we research. The
proprietary framework takes into account nine factors for every company, stemming from three core
considerations—franchise, management and hidden risks on the balance sheet. These nine factors are
scored on a sliding scale, from exemplary to deteriorating.
Position Sizing: European small-caps represent a large and diverse alpha pool. At Barings, we have
created a portfolio of 100 stocks—both on and off-benchmark—all of which have the same return
requirement. With a 100-stock portfolio, and roughly equal position sizing (adjusted for liquidity), each
holding is only 1%. This approach allows us to generate alpha from a variety of different individual stocks
and generate small, compounded returns.
Style Consistency: We favor companies with well-established business franchises, proven management
and strong balance sheets. In our experience, these higher-quality companies offer increased
transparency as well as greater earnings and share price stability, all of which can help reduce portfolio
volatility and more accurately forecast long-term earnings growth.
Sell Discipline: Across our small-cap strategy, we aim to target companies with 40% upside potential over a
9 to 12 month timeframe. We strictly adhere to our sell discipline, taking profits when the original mispricing
has closed, the anticipated catalyst has not appeared, or when we have a significantly more attractive
investment idea. We aim to avoid companies that are subject to price momentum, which is a fairly standard
tool implemented by quantitatively managed strategies. In our view, this style of investing can expose
investors to added risks as it centers on buying companies at a certain price rather than on value creation.

Nick Williams
Head of Small Cap Equities
Nick is Head of the Small Cap Equities Team and co-manager of the Barings Europe Select Trust, the
Barings European Opportunities Fund and the Barings International Small Cap strategy. He joined Barings
in 2004, having previously worked for 11 years at Singer & Friedlander, where he was Head of the European
desk and a member of the Investment Policy Committee. Nick has a BA (Hons) in English Language and
Literature from Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
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Barings is a $325+ billion* global financial services firm dedicated to meeting the evolving investment and
capital needs of our clients and customers. Through active asset management and direct origination, we provide
innovative solutions and access to differentiated opportunities across public and private capital markets.
A subsidiary of MassMutual, Barings maintains a strong global presence with business and investment
professionals located across North America, Europe and Asia Pacific.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject
to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily
indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income
generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person. PAST PERFORMANCE IS
NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples
set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future investment
results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with an investment
may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No representation is made that an investment will
be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency exchange rates may affect the value
of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk
factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.
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NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale
of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any consideration of
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must not be construed as a projection or prediction.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are made in
good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice. Individual
portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make different
investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received from sources we
believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate,
Barings makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of
the information.
Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective investor or
available in their jurisdiction.
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but may not be altered, reproduced or distributed without Barings’ consent.
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